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SOLUTION BRIEF

As modern IT environments become more complex, you use a lot of tools, including Jamf, to 
manage your technology portfolio. While all these tools serve legitimate specialized needs, 
they also create data and process silos that hinder enterprise-wide visibility and control of your 
technology assets without resource-intensive, manual processes. Consequently, essential asset 
lifecycle management tasks that are increasingly important for enterprises, have become far 
more challenging in the era of remote and hybrid work, Saasification of applications and multi-
cloud migrations.

The Oomnitza-Jamf Solution
Jamf is trusted by organizations worldwide to manage and secure their Apple devices. However,  in today’s IT 
environment, you have to manage a diverse ecosystem of technologies - from endpoints to SaaS, network and cloud 
infrastructure. The Oomnitza-Jamf integration enables you to get comprehensive visibility and manage the complete 
lifecycle of your Apple and non-Apple technology assets.

Oomnitza is an Enterprise Technology Management (ETM) solution that gives you comprehensive technology visibility, 
asset lifecycle management and low-code/no-code workflow automation. Via the integration with Jamf, Oomnitza: 

• Gets detailed information 
about Apple devices and 
users, along with what’s 
installed on devices

• Aggregates Apple device 
data with information about 
non-Apple assets to provide 
comprehensive visibility 
and a single source of truth 
across all technology assets

• Identifies compliance and 
security gaps by correlating 
data across endpoint 
management and security 
tools

• Initiates event-based or 
state-based actions in Jamf 
to mitigate security risks and 
automate lifecycle management tasks

Oomnitza and Jamf
Manage the lifecycle of Apple devices and all other 
technology assets



About Oomnitza 
Oomnitza offers a versatile Enterprise Technology Management solution for 
asset lifecycle management and IT process automation. Our agentless SaaS 
platform transforms multi-source data from your existing IT, security and 
business systems to deliver comprehensive visibility and actionable asset 
inventory for better technology data hygiene and audit readiness. We enable 
organizations to confidently automate their technology workflows using 
standardized applications and low-code workflows to reduce manual tasks, 
service tickets, security risks and redundant technology spend. © 2023 Oomnitza, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Learn more at  
www.oomnitza.com

Integration Use Cases

Comprehensive Visibility 

Oomnitza aggregates, correlates and enriches data from over 160+ IT, security 
and business systems, including Jamf, to give you comprehensive, accurate 
and actionable visibility across all technology assets - endpoints, software/
SaaS, network and cloud infrastructure. This single source of truth improves 
technology data hygiene, audit readiness and decision making.

Lifecycle Management

Oomnitza enables you to automate lifecycle management tasks, from 
procurement to end-of-life, via low-code/no-code workflows and standardized 
pre-packaged applications. Apple device state, user and software associations 
and lifecycle attributes can be tracked and managed from procurement, even 
before the device is provisioned and managed by Jamf. Automated workflows 
in Oomnitza for user onboarding and offboarding, tech refresh, request/
approval and retirement/ disposal, can initiate actions and update attributes 
within Jamf. This allows you to reduce manual tasks, service tickets and 
redundant technology spend.

Security, Compliance and Risk Management

Oomnitza correlates data from Jamf and various security management tools 
to identify gaps and anomalies. It can initiate state-based or event-based 
workflows to mitigate risks like missing or broken agents, compromised or 
vulnerable endpoints, lost or stolen devices - and initiate actions within Jamf, 
such as locking, wiping or updating status of a device. Similar risk mitigation 
actions can also be automated for non-Apple devices working with other 
endpoint management and security systems.

Key Benefits

•  Single source of truth 
and unified visibility across 
all Apple and non-Apple 
technology assets

•  Automate manual tasks to 
increase efficiency, reduce 
errors and reliance on service 
tickets

•  Manage asset lifecycle 
from procurement to end-of-
life with low-code/no-code 
workflows

•  Audit readiness and 
reporting with better data 
hygiene to avoid delays, 
errors, fines and penalties

•  Improve security via gap 
analysis and automated risk 
mitigation actions to lock or 
block devices

Find the Oomnitza integration  
in the Jamf marketplace.


